Scaling of letter size and contrast equalises perception across eccentricities and set sizes.
Double E(2)N(2) scaling, i.e. magnifying size and contrast, allows modelling of the deterioration of face recognition performance with increasing eccentricity (E) and the size (N) of the set from which a target face has to be identified. E(2) and N(2) values represent the eccentricities and set sizes at which stimulus size and contrast must double in order to keep performance unchanged, whilst parameter K represents the multiplicative interaction between E and N. In the current study we investigated whether double E(2)N(2) scaling can model performance deterioration with increasing eccentricity and set size in letter perception too. Contrast sensitivity for letter perception was investigated as a function of letter size at N=1-8 and E=0 degrees -10 degrees. The superimposition of contrast sensitivity functions produced two scaling surfaces, one for letter size and another for contrast, which allowed modelling of the changes in letter perception with increasing E and N. With increasing eccentricity/set size the change of scale was much faster for contrast than letter size. Thus, in letter perception, contrast scaling was more important than spatial scaling. When compared with face perception, the change of spatial scale with increasing eccentricity was slower for letters whereas the change of contrast scale was similar for both. With increasing set size the changes of both spatial and contrast scales are faster for faces. In spatial scaling the interaction between eccentricity and set size was similar for letters and faces whereas in contrast scaling letters showed no interaction. Thus, letter perception was less affected by eccentricity and set size than face perception.